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My Patrilineal Ancestors and Y-DNA Haplogroup Q-M242
BY K. O. GHETTSON

Both my paternal grandfather (farfar) and
my paternal uncle (farbror) were genealogists. Through their research they were
able to trace the direct male line back to a
man named Anders Högström who was
born in the 1760s in Risinge parish, Östergötland. Anders Högström was a soldier
in the Swedish army. He enlisted in 1788
as soldier #12 of the Östanstång Company
which was a company belonging to the Östergötland Infantry Regiment (Östgöta infanteriregemente). My grandfather and
uncle were not able to find when and where
Anders Högström was born. The reason
for this is that the church books and
military records contain conflicting information about when and where he was born.
In the 18th century most Swedes used
patronymic surnames. When men enlisted
in the Swedish army they were often given new surnames which is what happened
to Anders Högström. His patronymic surname is not mentioned in the military

records. This, combined with the conflicting information about when and where
he was born, caused my grandfather and
uncle to hit a brick wall in their research. I
believed it was possible to solve this genealogical riddle as long as I left no stone
unturned.
The earliest mention of Anders Högström in the Swedish church books is found
in the moving records from 1789 for Löt
parish, Östergötland. I decided to look up
and track every person with the name Anders that lived in Löt parish in the 1780s.
One boy in particular caught my attention.
His name was Anders Bengtsson and he
was born on 20 September 1765 in Hult,
Risinge parish. Around the same time, I
found a note made by my uncle that mentioned the possibility of Anders Bengtsson
and Anders Högström being the same person. This further convinced me that I must
be on the right track.
Anders Bengtsson’s father, Bengt An-

Grandfather Erik Daniel Högström (left) in his office in Linköping garrison.
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dersson, died on 9 November 1780 in Löt
parish. His mother, Maria Hansdotter, died
on 7 January 1810 in the same parish. This
caused me to realize that if I was able to
find the estate inventories (bouppteckningar) of both his parents, I might be able
to solve the riddle. If my hypothesis was
right he would be referred to as Anders
Bengtsson in his father’s estate inventory
and as Anders Högström in his mother’s. I
contacted the regional archive in Vadstena
and found that they were in possession of
these documents. I asked them to send the
estate inventories of both parents. When I
received the copies I was able to confirm
that Anders Bengtsson and Anders Högström were one and the same.
Anders and his family lived as dependent tenants, which means another
family was paid by the parish to accommodate them. This was the common procedure in many rural parishes at the time,
which often lacked poorhouses and needed
other ways to accommodate the poor.
Often, the elderly or people with disabilities became dependent tenants. These
individuals and families were in the hands
of the compensated families. One can only
speculate why the family ended up as
dependent tenants. Anders was 15 years old
when his father died.
Anders Högström fought in the RussoSwedish War (1788-1790). According to
a family story that has been passed down
through the generations he was captured
by the Russian army and transferred to a
prisoner-of-war camp in Siberia. It is said
that he somehow managed to escape and
walked all the way back to Sweden. It is
difficult to know if there is any truth to the
story.
Anders Högström also fought in the
Franco-Swedish War (1805-1810). In the
household examination records from 18021807 for Kullerstad parish, Östergötland,
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where he then lived, one can read that Anders Högström suffered from a gunshot
wound to his right thigh. He probably
received this injury during the Battle of
Lübeck in 1806 because he retired from
the army on 28 May 1807. It was determined that he should receive 8 riksdaler
annually in veteran’s pension (gratial).
1,000 Swedish soldiers were captured by
the French army at the Battle of Lübeck. It
is possible that Anders Högström was
captured by the French army and that this
story and the story about the Russo-Swedish War merged into one story over time.
After his retirement he moved to a
cottage in Kvästad in Skärkind parish,
Östergötland. He first rented the cottage
but later managed to save enough money
to buy the plot with the cottage. There is a
map of Kvästad from 1852 that has the plot
marked as “Högström’s plot.” He ended
up getting married four times because his
first three wives all died at a young age. I
have done extensive research about my
ancestors but I have never come across any
other person that was married that many
times.
Anders Högström died on 8 January
1842 at Kvästad Mellangård in Skärkind
parish. His second wife was Brita Hansdotter (1772–1800). I descend from their
only son, Nils Gustaf Glad, who was born
on 18 August 1797 at a soldier’s croft (soldattorp) in Högstad, Kullerstad parish.
Gustaf also enlisted in the Swedish army.
Just like his father he was given a new surname (Glad [merry]) when he joined in
1818. Gustaf Glad died of a stroke on 17
November 1821 in Östra Ryd parish, Östergötland. He and his wife Maja Greta
Jonsdotter had only one child, a son named
Anders Johan Gustafsson who was born on
3 April 1820 in Östra Ryd. In the estate
inventory of Anders Högström one can
read that Anders Högström became the legal guardian of the little boy after his father died. Anders Johan Gustafsson’s patrilineal great-grandson Erik Karlsson, my
paternal grandfather, readopted the surname Högström. Interestingly enough, my
paternal grandfather was a sergeant in the
Swedish army.
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was essential when smelting iron ore into
pig iron so it is likely that the two brothers
worked hand in hand.

My Y-DNA results

Svärdstecknet instituted the 26th of June 1850
by King Oscar I, together with Svärdsmedaljen
as a new class in the Sword Order (Svärdsorden) and was a deserving medal for the dayto-day merits of the non-commissioned officers
of the army and the navy. From 1896 it was
also awarded to civilian employees. The
awardees were called Sword-men (svärdsmän).
(Wikipedia). This was awarded to Erik Daniel
Högström at his retirement.

Patrilineal ancestors of
Anders Högström (b. 1765)
Anders Högström’s paternal grandfather
(farfar) Anders Bengtsson was born on 8
June 1685 in Hult, Risinge parish. His father, Bengt Hansson, was in turn born c.
1647 in Olstorp, Risinge parish, and died
on 25 January 1719 in Viberga in the same
parish. The birth records between 1647 and
1658 are missing or were never recorded
to begin with. Bengt Hansson’s estimated
year of birth is based on the information
found in the death records. Bengt Hansson’s father, Hans Gottskalksson, was born
c. 1600 in Olstorp and died on 2 July 1664
in the same village. Hans Gottskalksson
was a miner (bergsman) just like his father
who is only referred to as Gottskalk in the
Swedish church books. Gottskalk is
mentioned in the church account records
from 1606 where his house mark (bomärke) also can be found. Gottskalk’s other
son, Lars Gottskalksson was a charcoal
burner (kolare). Lars Gottskalksson also
lived and died in the same village. Charcoal
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I have taken several genealogical DNA
tests through the years and use genetic
genealogy to both estimate and confirm
kinship between individuals. The Ychromosome (Y-DNA) is passed down
from father to son nearly unchanged and
is, therefore, a good tool to trace a man’s
patrilineal ancestry since the small mutations (SNPs) which occur on the Y-chromosome from time to time are unique to
that particular male line. I have learned the
craft of genetic genealogy over the years
and nowadays help administrate several
DNA projects on the Family Tree DNA
website. One of them is the Q-M242 YDNA project which focuses on haplogroup
Q-M242 and its subgroups.
Normally, one would have to take a
more detailed Y-DNA test, such as Big Y,
to be able to determine one’s terminal SNP.
I, however, was able to analyze and
compare the data from my less detailed YDNA tests with the data of other project
members resulting in the prediction of a
likely terminal SNP.
I tested SNP BY15847 which defines
one of the outermost branches known as
Q-YP6072 and it was confirmed that I
indeed carry this mutation.
Haplogroup Q-M242 is believed to have
originated in South Central Siberia approximately 30,000 years ago. Two
subgroups of haplogroup Q-M242: QL804 and Q-L527 somehow made it to
Scandinavia. It is not known how and when
this happened. Both these subgroups are
approximately half the age of Q-M242 and
emerged at the end of the LGM (Last Glacial Maximum). Q-M242 is the predominant Y-DNA haplogroup among
Native Americans. Interestingly enough, QL804 is more closely related to the Native
American subgroup Q-M3 than it is to QL527. The subgroup Q-YP6072 is a smaller branch on the Q-L527 branch. QYP6072 is approximately 1,000 years old
and Västergötland in Southwest Sweden is
a likely birthplace for this subgroup. QL527 and its subgroups are predominantly
found in Southern Sweden while Q-L804
is predominantly found in Southern
Norway.

Since the father noted in birth records
is not always the biological father, the only
way to be sure that the information in birth
records is correct is to combine traditional
genealogical research with genealogical
DNA testing.
I realized that if I could find living
patrilineal descendants from one of the
other sons of Anders Högström and convince at least one of them to take a Y-STR
test then I could compare his Y-STR results

with mine, thus, being able to confirm a
shared patrilineal kinship through Anders
Högström. I was able to find several living
patrilineal descendants, one of whom
agreed to get tested. As I had predicted,
the Y-STR results showed that we shared
a recent patrilineal ancestor.

The author is K.O. Ghettson, who lives
in Sweden.
E-mail: contact@ghettson.com

Riksarkivet (SVAR): Risinge kyrkoarkiv. Räkenskaper för kyrkan. Äldre allmän odelad serie samt huvudsräkenskaper.
SE/VALA/00306/LIa:1 (1555-1661). BildID: C0017759-00072. (Church accounts for 1555-1661).

The name Gottskalk of Olstorp is underlined. See picture above.

Risinge old church (Sankta Maria’s church) was first built in the 1100s, but was enlarged a
number of times. It is well preserved and is famous for its delightful chalk paintings from the
1400s. It is still used for services during the summer.
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Millions of Swedish records!

Swedish Population 1860-1930
(not complete)

1876-1939

(Taxes)

(Order copies)
(Index to Västra härad
court records)

<<<

Link to database of
“Swedish population
1930” (not complete)

https://sok.riksarkivet.se/svar
4
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Parish records
Link to
search
hints in
Swedish

Drop down list of counties
(Remember! some parish
names exist in several
counties)

Write full name of parish

Digitized archives

Databases
National archives database

Army rolls

Archives
Court records
Estate inventories (Not complete)
Fire insurance
Fire insurance maps

Navy records

Collections of letters
Village and farm names
Muster rolls
Farm records
Maps

Index of deaths (some areas)

Church records

Some prisoners
Indexes of births (some areas)

Government records
War archives portraits

Medieval parchments
Stockholm taxes

Board of health
Subdivisions of Sweden during the ages
Name index for letters to the king
Gazetteer from 1882
Medieval documents
Seamens’ registries (some)
Parish meetings in
Jämtland

Index of marriages (some areas)

By Elisabeth Thorsell
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Handwriting Example #54

Färnebo häradsrätt (S) FIIa:52 (1853-1857) Image 926 / page 1847 (Arkiv Digital).

Here is a very small part of the estate
inventory for the county court judge (häradsdomare) Sven Jansson in Haborshyttan
in Nordmark parish in eastern Värmland.
He was born 28 March 1793 in Lersjöed
in Färnebo parish. Around 1820 he and his
brother Jan Jansson bought a mining
farmer’s farm (bergsmansgård) at Haborshyttan in Nordmark, where he died 1
January 1857. He was survived by his wife
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Carolina Abrahamsson, sons Johan Svensson and Carl Magnus Svensson and his
daughter Christina Svensson.
Sven had been a wealthy man, his estate
inventory covers 32 pages. He owned the
property at Haborshyttan, which included
the right to use the local blast furnace (masugn) for making pig iron from the iron ore
from his part of the big mines in the area,
and a couple of minor properties nearby.
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His house was well-furnished with
silverware, furniture, glasses, and porcelain. Also with items of pewter and
copper; even two little iron baskets for
cookies.
The above picture shows other necessities on the farm.
Editor’s note: Häradsdomare was an honorary title
for the longest serving permanent juryman (nämndeman).

Transcription and translation on p. 20.

Many organizations rely on assistance from
volunteers, and the Swenson Center is no
different. In conjunction with National
Volunteer Week, April 15-21, 2018, this
article features the Swenson Center’s two
genealogy volunteers, Helene Leaf and Judy
Ahlquist Mayer, who mostly assist patrons
in the use of Swedish parish records, but
willingly do anything we ask of them
without complaint. Many thanks to them for
their hours and hours of service to the
Swenson Center!
Jill Seaholm, Head of Genealogical
Services!
Helene’s story
My name is Helene Norlin Leaf. I volunteer at the Swenson Center on Tuesdays.
Mainly I help people search Swedish
records, but also help with Swedish-American records that are available at the Center. Occasionally Jill throws a few other
projects my way. I love the research, but I
am happy to send people on their way with
tons of new information to ponder and
organize!
I was born in Chicago and raised there.
On my mother’s side of the family, all my
great-grandparents came to the U.S. during
the years 1865-1869, and most of them
went to Chicago; one great-grandparent
went to Hobart, Indiana, which is about 40
miles from Chicago. My father and all his
siblings were born in Sweden. My father
immigrated in 1916 with his mother and

. sisters, but his father came in 1902
three
and three brothers and the other two sisters came in the years 1908 to 1923. All of
them settled in Chicago.
In 1999 I was living in Yorkville, Illinois, southwest of Chicago. When I was
taking my son to Valparaiso University, we
drove through Hobart, Indiana, and I saw
a sign for Augustana Lutheran Church. I
thought that must be the church where my
grandparents were married. A few months
later I visited that church, and read that my
great-great-grandfather and great-grandfather had built the original church building.
That was the start of my genealogy researches. While living close to both Chicago and Hobart, I visited the places my
ancestors had lived; I visited libraries, historical societies, The National Archives
Records Administration (NARA), and
other repositories of genealogical information. I went to the Swenson Center; I
graduated from Augustana College, and I
remember the Denkmann Library. Now
that I am living in Moline, Illinois, I get
back on the campus frequently; I enjoy the
Swedish activities.
My husband is also Swedish, and his
ancestors immigrated from the years 18531872. They went to some of the hot spots
of Swedish immigration: Andover, Illinois;
Lindsborg, Kansas; Carver County, Minnesota; and Salt Lake City, Utah. I have
researched those areas also.

Judy’s story
My name is Judy Ahlquist Mayer and I
volunteer at the Swenson Center on
Wednesdays. My genealogy study has led
to learning a great deal about Swedish history and geography, but also to learning
about those American events that affected
my ancestors: the Chicago Fire, the Civil
War, the Dakota War, the Depression, and
the Homestead Act. I regret that I did not
start earlier and also ask questions of
parents and other relatives. I am grateful
for those who have helped me along the
way and also for those who did ask
questions and saved pictures and information.
Come visit the Swenson Center - a great
place for research!
I grew up in Central Minnesota (St.
Cloud) always loving history which might
be genetic thanks to my director ancestor,
Abraham Ahlqvist (1794 - 1844). Actually,
my grandparents or great-grandparents all
immigrated from various parts of Sweden
between 1869 and 1902 to the Midwest
(Dakota Territory and Minnesota). I loved
hearing them tell family stories and reading about family histories. My usual
question about anything was “how come?”
Seeking answers, I found I loved doing
research, especially using original documents to verify those stories. Thus, early
on I had the genealogy bug. Discovering
the Swenson Center in its early days in the
attic, I found resources that helped me
solve some family mysteries which years
later opened the way to discovering living
Swedish cousins with whom we visit and
communicate with almost daily at times.
Finding and reconnecting various branches
to the family tree has been a life-long project for me.
Knowing how visiting the places where
my ancestors were born and raised in
Sweden made me feel and the thrill of finding them in the records back in Sweden
and wanting to help others find their Swedish roots is one reason that I joyfully volunteer at the Swenson Center. It really
combines so many of the things I enjoy and
I am thankful to be given the opportunity
to help there.

The nice volunteers: from left Helene Norlin Leaf and Judy Ahlqvist Mayer.
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Swedish Naming Customs
BY GEOFFREY FRÖBERG MORRIS AG®

Have you been confused by a first or last
name in Swedish records? Maybe you can
not find your ancestor because their given
name was recorded differently? Or, maybe
their last name changed completely? But
why would a person change their last
name? The answers to these questions
depend on the time period, social standing,
and the laws at the time. Let’s start with
given names, then to surnames, and finally
look at tips for genealogists.

Nobility
The nobility was the first group to use
family surnames by using a patronymic
name (father’s given name with the ending
of -sson or -dotter) to be identified to their
father. Other members of nobility created
a surname in various ways. Some used
single or double words to create one by
describing a family shield, or using the
names of animals, plants, weapons, or
places. 2

Medieval – 1500’s
Given Names
During Viking and early Medieval times
people used old Germanic names such as
Erik, Torbjörn, Gunhild, and Estri. When
Christianity arrived, many given names
from the Bible and liturgical calendars
became popular, for example, Andreas,
Johannes, Maria, and Christina which later might become Anders, Johan, Maja, and
Stina.
You will also see that some given names
were more popular within a region. People
with advanced education, the clergy, and
the burghers (in cities) often changed their
given names to a Latin or Greek form, for
example: Olof to Olaus, Björn to Bero, or
Petter to Petrus.

Surnames
Before the 1500’s very few people used
hereditary surnames the way we do. Most
people used place names to be identified
in the village or to a farm, for example:
Aslak of Frölunda.
By the late 1500’s and early 1600’s the
practice of using surnames spread from the
nobility1 to the educated and the clergy, to
the burghers in the cities, and to the
peasants in rural areas. The practice of
using a surname didn’t have cultural roots
in Sweden but instead came largely from
Germany and England. Let’s look at each
group:

8

Uno Troilius (1586–1664), rural dean of
Leksand (Dala.), and his wife Margareta
Hansdotter (1594–1657). Uno’s father was
named Truls Larsson. Picture from epitaph in
Leksand church.

Peasants and rural people
Peasants in rural areas traditionally used
their patronymic surname. Local craftsmen
like tailors and millers often used surnames
like Landberg and Blomberg.
Blacksmiths that worked in the iron
works often had specific surnames that
were used for generations: Aldrin, Bröms,
Hjulström.
Peasants who moved to the cities often
changed their last names to become more
singular and modern.

1600’s – 1901
Coat of arms of the Örnflycht family.

Scholars and civil servants
Some university men and clergy kept their
patronymic surname. Most others changed
their surname to a Latin or Greek form such
as: Karlsson to Caroli, or Erichsson to
Erichius, or Colliander from Kulla farm in
Växjö (Kron.). They sometimes based their
new name on the place where they came
from like Meurling/Mörling from Mörlunda (Kalm.), Lovén from Loshult
(Krist.), and Fallenius from Fallebo in
Kristdala (Kalm.).
If a family was descended from a prominent foreign family they usually kept that
name: Wohlfahrt, Hamilton, Eiserman,
Aminoff, and Calissendorf.
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The time of Sweden’s wars and expansion
in the 1600’s brought names from other
countries, especially France and Germany.
Given names from other countries
became popular in the 1700’s (Jeannette,
Oscar), starting in the larger cities and by
the 1800’s throughout the rest of the country.
The burghers3 in the cities followed the
example of the nobility but did not use
terms that were associated with nobility.
They often combined two words to create
a surname, for example Ek and Berg to
make Ekberg.
Or perhaps the first in the family to
move to the city used a variant form based
on their place of origin, combined with an
ending such as -ström, -berg, or -man. For
example: someone from Nordmaling using
Nord and -ström to create Nordström. The

farming class traditionally continued to use
patronymic surnames.
With increased population and cultural
shifts in society, by the mid-1800’s many
people had common given names with
patronymic and non-patronymic surnames
all over the kingdom. By the late 1800’s
many people started using a patronymic
surname as a set family surname.

Children born out of
wedlock
Some illegitimate children were given
unusual first names because 1) the unwed
mother may have been employed as a
household servant by a burgher (borgare)
and was influenced by non-traditional
names, and 2) having a child out-ofwedlock had a negative social stigma so
the mother might break from family
traditions. In rare cases, you will see a
matronymic surname based on the mother’s
given name, like Annasson. These kinds
of names seems to have been mostly used
in northern Sweden.

Military Surnames
Military surnames were assigned by the
commanding officer or may have been
assigned to the soldier’s (or sailor’s)
residence.4 When the military service
ended, many went back to using their
patronymic name. Other members in the
family (i.e., wife or children) may or may
not have used the soldier surname. This was
not so common in the 1700s, but became
increasingly common during the 1800s.
If a family had for instance 5 sons that
all joined the military, they would all have
different surnames. Some families kept the
military surname over multiple generations. Examples: Sträng (harsh), Sköld
(shield), Bergschöld (mountain + shield).

Towards modern times
With the increase in population by the mid1800’s, many people who had a common
first name with a common patronymic surname decided to change their surname to
something else. They often followed the
pattern of people living in the cities.
If an ancestor changed his or her last
name before 1901, you should look for the
change in the parish records. This is often
seen with the word ”född” meaning the
person was born with another surname, for
example ”född” Olofsson. Or the cler-

gyman might have written “calls himself
Dahlberg” (kallar sig Dahlberg).
In cases of the military, the patronymic
name might be mentioned on the first or
last registration in the muster rolls.
Conscripted soldiers did not have military
names.

1901 – Present
Prior to the Name Ordinance of 1901
(Namnlagen), persons could change their
last name to almost whatever they wanted.
The regulation also encouraged all Swedes
to use a set family surname. The 1920
Swedish marriage law required a woman
to take her husband’s surname at the time
of marriage.
If the last name was changed after 1901,
there should be a record of it with the
Swedish National Archives (Riksarkivet)
within the Swedish Ministry of Education,5
with records preserved between 1901 and
1947. After 1947 the Patent and Registration office6 (Patent och registreringsverket) handled the records of changing
surnames.
The Name Ordinance of 1901 was revised in 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1931,
1946, and 1962. The ordinance was legally
replaced by the Personal Names Act of
1963 which was dominated by the idea that
name stability was in the public interest.7
The practice of using a patronymic name
based on a father’s given name was outlawed in 1966. Another Names Act was
passed in 1982 which was very liberal,
essentially anyone could change their surname to be almost anything they wanted8
if it has a linguistic form that fits well in
Sweden. Most recently the Swedish government proposed a naming law bill which
took effect July 1, 2017. From this date it
is the Swedish Tax Agency (Skatteverket)
that handles all given names and surnames.
Changes in the law include scrapping the
limits on how many times a person may
change his or her name to allow individuals to change their names an unlimited
number of times. Moreover, the law removes protection for surnames that are
carried by at least 2,000 persons, making
these names available for adoption by all.

Tips for Genealogists
1. The tradition to name a child after a
grandparent, for example 1st son after
the father’s father, 2nd son after mother’s
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father, and 3rd son after the father, with
the same pattern for daughters and
mothers was “tradition,” not a law.
2. There are many ways to spell personal
names, so be flexible when reading
records or searching databases.
3. A female born in the time of patronymics who lived into the late 1800’s
might have a different patronymic surname, i.e., changing maiden name Larsdotter to Larsson, or her husband’s
patronymic surname.
4. If one parent was previously widowed,
then some couples will name their first
child (of the deceased’s gender) after the
deceased spouse.
5. A child’s given name might have been
influenced by the minister. For example, a child’s name might be written in
the Latin form in the birth record, and a
common variant in the household records (i.e., Petrus in the birth record and
Pär in the household records.)
6. Some given names are interchangeable,
such as: Johannes, Johan, John, Jon,
Jöns, Jan, Jean, and Jaen. A good list of
interchangeable names can be found at:
https://familysearch.org/wiki/en/
Sweden_Names,_Personal
7. As some given names were more
popular within a region, combined with
patronymics, you’ll find there are many
people with similar names in an area.
Use additional evidence to support
relationship conclusions.
8. When persons changed their last name,
there is no guarantee that anyone in the
family changed surname name too
(some did and some did not).
9. In Dalarna and Gotland people used the
residential farm names (gårdsnamn [see
SAG 2017/4 p. 11], as part of their
name. The farm name was placed before
the given name, i.e., Liss Lars Olsson
(Lissgården) in Dalarna.
It was before (if a hired hand) and
after (if belonging to the owners) in Gotland.9
10. Before 1901 it’s not unusual to see multiple generations using different nonpatronymic last names.
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Endnotes
1) The House of Nobility was created
in 1626 which required family genealogies and registration.
2) For example: Ulf (wolf), Örnflycht
(eagle flight), Gyllensvärd (golden
sword), Söderhielm (southern helmet).
3) a citizen of a town or city, typically a
member of the wealthy bourgeoisie.
4) Military surnames were often assigned to the residence between the
1680’s and the early 1900’s and
would have been used by whoever
the soldier (or sailor) was at the time.
The surname cannot be used to
assume relationship to the previous
or subsequent soldier (or sailor.)
5) Ecklesiastikdepartementet was a department handling reform between
1840 to 31 December, 1967.

6) Patent- och registreringsverket (PRV).
7) Brylla, Eva. The Swedish Personal Names
Act 1982…, 23:2005 p. 73.
8) Many are changing their name to sound
more anglicized by translating their name
into English, others are using nobility
sounding or nobility names that have died
out if it is not prominent in the culture or
history.
9) Kjöllerström, Per August, Svensk Namnbok, Dopnamn, Ättenamn, Ortnamn, p.
125.

Author Geoffrey Fröberg Morris lives in
Salt Lake City.
E-mail: gfrobergmorris@gmail.com

Some notes on Swedish legal records
BY ELISABETH THORSELL
The first common law for all of Sweden
was written in the 1350s, called Magnus
Eriksson's Landslag, and remained in use
until 1734, when the new common law was
instituted and accepted by king and parliament in 1736. Parts of that law have been
in use until recently.
Swedish legal records are preserved
from many levels in the legal system. The
basic court is the Häradsrätten (district
court) in rural areas and the basic legal unit
was then the härad (legal district), which
consisted of a number of neighboring
parishes.
The parish (socken, församling) is always the basic unit in all types of Swedish
genealogical research. But what is a parish?
A parish is a geographical area, the smallest administrative unit in Sweden. All
people in the same parish went to the same
church, were registered in the same books,
and were buried in the same churchyard.
The häradshövding (district court
judge) was a university-trained law graduate, but he also had the assistance of the
nämndemännen (permanent jurymen),
which were twelve local men of good repute. It was considered a big honor to be a
nämndeman, and in many cases this honor
was carried on through several generations
of the same family.
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The court met three times a year.
These meetings were called Vinterting,
Sommarting, and Hösteting. Each härad had a designated meeting place, the
tingsplats, where there also was some
kind of a prison, where miscreants were
kept during the tingsmöte. At other
times prisoners were kept in the county
government seat (residensstaden).
If a serious crime, a major theft, or a
murder happened, then the court would
be assembled for a meeting, called Urtima ting (“out of time”). The records
from that meeting can be found in a special book for such meetings, or in the
ordinary minutes.
The preserved records of the district
courts usually start in the 1600s, and
they are of many types. But two kinds
are of special interest to genealogists,
the domböcker (court minutes) and the
bouppteckningar (estate inventories,
probate).
In the domböcker you will find almost everything under the sun that
people could drag each other into court
for, minor misdemeanors and capital
crimes.
Every death sentence had to be referred to a Hovrätt (Court of Appeal ).
The first Hovrätt was started in 1614,
Svea Hovrätt, which tried cases from

the whole country. In 1623 the Hovrätt for
Finland was instituted in Åbo. In 1634 the
Göta Hovrätt for southern Sweden was instituted in Jönköping.
The Hovrätter should scrutinise the the
sentences from the häradsrätter, and they
often changed the sentence to prison or fines.
Death sentences were sent from the Hovrätt to the King, who had to sign them, or
could commute the sentence to, for instance,
hard labor for life.

In the cities
In the cities there were usually two levels of
courts, the Rådhusrätt and the Kämnärsrätt.
Smaller cities had only the Rådhusrätt. The
borgmästare (mayor of the city) was the judge,
and handled many different kinds of cases.
This court also had a permanent jury that consisted of the Rådmän (pl.), of which there were
two categories, those with a law exam, and
those without. Normally there was a court
meeting every week with the borgmästare and
three rådmän present.
In the Kämnärsrätt all less serious cases
were handled: disputes, fighting in streets,
pilfering, paternity cases, and much more.
From the Kämnärsrätten people could appeal
to the Rådhusrätt if they were not satisfied
with a verdict. These courts were abolished
in 1849.
(More on estate inventories in next SAG).
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BY ELISABETH THORSELL
In September I got an e-mail from Elaine
Hasleton who works at the Family History
Library in Salt Lake City. Elaine knows me
from the SAG Workshop, and now she had
a question for me: “would I like to come
to Salt Lake City in January 2018 and be
an instructor in one of the courses,
Researching your Swedish and Finnish
Ancestors, at SLIG 2018?”
After thinking about this for a day or
two, I accepted. Then I was told that I had
to write a couple of texts to be printed in
the SLIG syllabus. The topics were “Inheritance and Death Duties - Bouppteckningar;
Law and the Courts - Domböcker and Småprotokoll; The Military Archives - Krigsarkivet; The Merchant Marine - Sjömanshus; Swedish Nobility - Riddarhuset.
It all had to be done before the deadline of 1 November which I almost made.
Then on 20 January I took an early flight
from Stockholm to Paris, France, and from
there directly to Salt Lake City. Due to the
difference in time I arrived in the middle
of the afternoon, which was very nice. A
taxi soon took me to the hotel, and I was
finally able to relax.
Later Jill Seaholm and her husband Dave
arrived from Rock Island, and computer
guru Dave helped me to connect to the
internet.
After some information meetings on
Sunday, the courses started on Monday
morning. Our course #5 with 28 students
was just one of the total number of 14, with
386 participants in the various groups.
The topics were very diverse, mostly
geared towards fairly experienced researchers in U.S. records, but also topics

as varied as Portugal, Great Britain, Quakers, and Pennsylvania Dutch. Also offered
were courses on Writing Family Histories,
Advanced Genealogical Methods, and
Establishing Genealogical Proof with
DNA.
The Swedish-Finnish course was coordinated by Elaine E. Hasleton, AG, and Jeff
Svare, AG. Other instructors were Geoffrey
Fröberg Morris, AG, Karen Mauer Jones,
CG, FGBS, Jan Myhrvold, and myself.
The students were very interested in the
lessons we offered and had many questions
that we tried to explain to our best abilities.
One that came up frequently was that not
all had understood that Finland was not a
separate country until 1809, when the
Russian tsar conquered it. Finland was then
listed as a Grand Duchy of Russia until
1918, when it declared its independence.
Before 1809 Finland was a part of the
Swedish realm since at least the 1200s, and
was a province just like Småland or Närke.
One interesting lesson was given by Jan
Myhrvold from Norway, on Skype. He
spoke on the Forest Finns in Sweden, including an interesting DNA project to
follow their lines back to Finland. The
technology worked fine!
Lessons started at 8:30 in the morning
and went until 4 p.m. with breaks. In a large
room was the SLIG Central where one
could get coffee, or browse a huge bookstore, or meet with people from various
genealogical societies.
On Monday evening there was a Plenary
Session when all coordinators and instructors were presented, an amazing gathering
of top genealogists.

Some of the Course 5 instructors: Jeff Svare,
Elisabeth Thorsell, and Elaine Hasleton.

In the evenings there were opportunities to
visit some local places of genealogical interest like Ancestry’s local offices, The
Family History Library, and the Utah State
Archives.
Last day, Friday, all the students got their
diplomas, and I hope the ones in Course
#5 will continue networking with each
other.
SLIG 2018 ended with a fine banquet,
where all kinds of awards were presented.
John Philip Colletta, PhD, FUGA, gave a
nice speech on how words have changed
their meaning during the centuries.

Jill Seaholm gets her diploma! (notice Å, Ä, Ö
buttons!)
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Then it was time for me to leave warm Utah
for snowy Sweden!
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Bits & Pieces
Well-known genealogist gets
royal medal

A new Swedish princess
H.R.H Adrienne Josephine Alice was born
9 Mar. 2018 in Stockholm.

Mr. Ted Rosvall, a Swedish genealogist and
expert on royal families, has been awarded
the Royal Medal, size 8 with a blue ribbon,
for his achievements in the field of royal
genealogy.

Mr. Rosvall received his medal at a ceremony at the Royal Palace in Stockholm
on 28 Jan. 2018 from the hands of his
Majesty the King.

She is the third child of H.R.H. Princess
Madeleine and her husband Mr. Chris
O’Neil.
Little Adrienne was given the courtesy
title of Duchess of Blekinge by her grandfather King Carl XVI Gustaf.

Link on p. 26!

Stockholm, Sweden

Genealogy Days in Växjö 1-2
September 2018. Link on p. 26.

Skansen is the world’s oldest open-air museum, showcasing the whole of Sweden
with houses and farmsteads from every part
of the country.
Walk from 1720 all the way into modern times in the Skansen “time machine”
– the houses, workshops, and shops dotted
all over the park.
Spring is an important season in a
northerly country such as Sweden. After
sleeping through the snowy months, nature
comes back to life. Crocuses and snowdrops appear, together with unexpected
snowfalls in April. The warmth of the
spring sun melts the ice and welcomes back
the migratory birds.
Link on p. 26.
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Sunday 22 April there will be a festival at
the Kalmar Nyckel Shipyard in Wilmington, DE, and Copeland Maritime Center,
Fort Christina Park, and Old Swedes
Historic Site. There will be tours of the Kalmar Nyckel and other historic sites, children’s games, food trucks, and much more.
Arranged by the Kalmar Nyckel and Old
Swedes Historic Site.
New exhibit!
25 Mar.- 3 June.
See Swedish

comics!
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Life in Småland in the 1850s
An old man in America remembers his childhood in Sweden
BY ANDREW ERIC WENSTRAND

Here is Eric’s story:

Introduction
The author, Anders Erik Petersson, was
born 2 Dec. 1834 at Tälleryd 3 in Vena
parish (Kalm.), the 5th son and youngest
child of Peter Månsson and his wife Maja
Stina Nilsdotter. Unfortunately, the father,
Peter Månsson, died on 1 April 1836 of
consumption. His widow Maja Stina remarried Sven Peter Svensson.
On 1 Jan. 1854 Erik left from nearby
Kristdala (Kalm.) for North America. He
settled with some friends near Galesburg,
IL, and married there. His wife died and
he went back to Sweden. It is not known
exactly when he came back to Sweden, but
he seems to have gone directly to Kristdala,
where he enrolled in the teacher’s school
run by Pastor Per August Ahlberg, who had
previously worked in Vena.
In 1861 Erik moved back to Vena and
at that time used the surname Hvenstrand.
In 1862 he moved as a schoolteacher to
Nyköping S:t Nicolai. In 1864 he married
Nicolina Charlotta Wilhelmina Widmark,
(b. 21 Aug.1825 in Nyköping, d. there on
8 Mar. 1865).
Erik after that moved to several places,
sometimes listed as a teacher, sometimes
as a farmer. In 1869 he came as a teacher
to Vårdnäs (Östg.), where he met his 3rd
wife, Ida Wilhelmina Sandström (b. 12
Mar. 1847 in Stora Åby [Östg.]). Some
years later they settled in Motala (Östg.),
where their only child, David Erik Wilhelm
was born on 6 May 1876.
On 30 April 1880 the Wenstrand family
and 2 male servants left Göteborg with
tickets for Chicago.
In the U.S. Andrew Eric Wenstrand had
a distinguished career in the Mission
Covenant Church. He started the Mission
Covenant church in Bishop Hill, Henry
Co., IL.
As a retired man his thoughts went back
to his childhood, and he wrote his memoirs
in Swedish, which were later translated into
English.
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Tälleryd was a small town with about
twenty farms with their outbuildings. There
was one area of about four homes that had
their own names such as “Uppby” or
“Utby,” but they all had a common government. The resident who was the leading
citizen was the town custodian – usually
called the town man. He was the spokesman and leader of those who were called
together for their deliberations. Everything
was well-ordered. I recall how we boys
listened to the older men during the town
meetings. We had to be quiet and orderly,
and if we broke the rules we were in for a
serious reprimand. The town, when I lived
there, was an anomalous cluster of buildings, dwelling places, cattle buildings,
woodsheds, and storehouses. For the most
part the houses were built on hills and in
between the small parcels of land the
inhabitants had planted fruit trees and berry
bushes. And each had a small plot of land
used as a kitchen garden.
All were well cared for and promised
favorable yield. Now this town has undergone legal changes and has developed a
better system. If the people weren’t a model
in moral terms, especially in the way the
young people behaved, they did have many
good habits, among which must be mentioned their helpfulness to each other as
well as their fine social spirit. If someone
became sick or was in distress, their
neighbors always hurried to help those in
need. During this time there were poor
people who went around the parish begging
for assistance or needed accommodations
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Andrew Eric Wenstrand in 1918.

for the night. The town developed a practice. A “club” was founded for shelter
seekers and when he or she, child or youth,
was in need of these services, they were
shown that they didn’t need to stay on the
streets but could find a roof over their
heads. Their bed was usually on the floor
of the great house. They were given a straw
sheaf and from that made a place to sleep.
There were typically plenty of such people
before Christmas. Our dear mother had
seen to it that when she did her Christmas
baking she always baked many small
loaves which she gave to the poorer
neighbors. Think about getting a whole loaf
– that was something unusual for these
The Fattigklubba, which
a beggar was given to
carry to the next farm,
and which showed that
the bearer was entitled
to parish poor relief.

small children.
In our house I will never forget the sorrowful sight of these poor people in long
lines going from door to door. They came
and went until they found something, but
what thankfulness when they received these

loaves. If we small ones were around we
received permission from Mother to give
these to the pleading children. I think this
was well done. I cannot remember any poor
person being turned away. As was said, it
was a good decision that the ”club” of
people took care of the people in need of a
night’s lodging. After a certain time they
had to move on their way after eating dinner. The lot of the poor people is truly hard.

A “Julhög”.

days before “Twenty-Day Knut” (13th of
January). [Editor’s note: that day is still regarded
as the official end of Christmas in Sweden].

At Christmastime
Christmas was, of course, the greatest festival. Preparation for this festivity was
many-sided and began in the fall many
weeks before December 25. In our home,
and probably in most homes, mothers
regulated within the home everything
pertaining to outfitting for winter with
warm clothes and garments, and to get what
was needed to keep our feet warm and dry.
Usually one would receive something new
for Christmas, namely some everyday
articles. The task was to obtain the proper
materials and buy cloth as appropriate.
From sheep’s wool was made frieze (homespun cloth) and from linen, underclothing
and all sorts of bed and table linens were
made. When the material was ready, it
wasn’t easy to get the town or parish tailor
to one’s home to make clothing for both
sexes. If we were to get anything new for
our feet, the shoemaker had to be commissioned. Both of these craftsmen went
from farm to farm in order to carry out their
work.

Father naturally took care of the “outside” work. Cultivation of the land together
with the fall work in the fields and meadows was done with zeal so that they would
be done with the threshing before Christmas. And that was tiring labor. As no child
or youth could thresh, I learned to help
when I was able to perform threshing with
what we called “row clearing and beating,”
consisting of shorter but thicker straw
bundled with a longer and more slender
strands. Then the longer and more slender
portions were grasped by hand and swung
around in a way that would thresh out the
seeds onto the barn floor. This was done
with rye, barley, and oats. Now one had
grain and straw that satisfied the needs of
both people and animals. The threshing
usually took place in the morning. One got
up at 2 or 3 o’clock and worked until dawn,
then performing the usual farm chores.
Then we ate breakfast and went to the for-

est doing lumber and cordwood cutting,
and later made charcoal.
The preparations for Christmas included
brewing and baking and, among some of
the country people, distilling brandy. The
farmer malted his own corn and brewed
his own beer. Bread was baked in such
abundance that it would be sufficient for
several months. Thus women could take
their time with their housework more than
they could otherwise during the year. The
distilling of brandy was necessary because
drinking was so common and people knew
they could obtain alcohol much more
cheaply by making it themselves than by
buying it. For others, it seemed that the
drink was a sort of fattening agent for cattle
before slaughter, especially for hogs.
At this time of the year it was usual to
butcher a head of cattle or hogs and much
of the meat was salted down for the needs
for the coming year. They prepared meat,
pork, grain and potato sausage, as well as
preserves, etc. For example, the people
used the butchered animals’ blood to make,
with the addition of flour and other
ingredients, black pudding and black
bread. These products, when dried, could
be kept for most of the year. Moistened
and softened, then roasted in a pan of fat,
it was considered a delicacy. At this time
we were not concerned about the Bible’s
admonition against using blood. It was a

About Flax and Linen
When flax was ripe the seeds were taken
off, the stalks prepared and dried, washed,
spun to a bobbin, woven, and bleached for
all the household needs. So different from
the situation now in this country, where one
can obtain everything ready-made. Do not
complain, mothers; it used to be a lot of
work.

More on Christmas time
Let me mention how we young ones were
delighted with our new Christmas clothes
that we thought were “something.” Then
came our Christmas food which consisted
of a meal with all the wonders that Mother
had baked, together with the Christmas
cheese. Each of us had his or her “Christmas pile” which could not be “attacked”
before the passage of at least half of the

The family farm at Tälleryd, Vena parish, (Kalm.).
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reminder of what was to come and it was
certainly natural that we little ones were
really eager for Christmas Eve and Christmas Day. Christmas was called “dipping
day” for then we dipped our Christmas
bread in the gravy in a kettle in which the
juices from the meat and pork had been
cooked. The days before Christmas were
called “dan före dan . . . före dopparedan.”
[Editor’s note: Dopparedagen means the 24th of
December, the day Christmas starts, and during the
meal the custom was and still is to dip bread in broth.]

There was also a custom in our town that
early on Christmas Eve morning we went
to the wood box to saw and split the wood
intended for the Christmas wood. Even
then the town inhabitants would vie to be
the first to light his or her pile. We thought
it festive to see fires here and there among
the neighbors, and those who weren’t up
working on this pleasant task were regarded as lazy and good-for-nothing.
In the large house there was a special

place in a corner near the kitchen range
which we called the box-room. This closet
was filled sometimes to the ceiling with
choice wood which would not be used until
festive days. We children were proud to
have the most beautiful wood and gladly
went around the neighborhood to see how
children of the same age were doing with
their wood.
All the work outside the house should
be finished in the morning so that in the
afternoon we young folks took our skates
as soon as we found smooth ice. In preparations within the house it was certainly
necessary that everything be tidied up and
scrubbed. In the cupboards and on the
shelves the polished copper and brass
shone, as did the tin vessels, and the floors
were strewn with finely cut spruce twigs,
which gave a wonderful aroma to the home.
That Christmas porridge (gröt) and lutefisk were not found at the Christmas table

Map of some of the parishes in Kalmar County. Source: Atlas över Rikets indelningar, published
by Statistics Sweden (1992).

was only natural. Butter was amply found
and Christmas drink in scrubbed cups had
made the rounds. Then it was called “the
house on the hill” which usually was called
“the high street” since the building was at
a higher elevation than any other in the
whole town. Christmas trees were not
known then.
Cattle would be provided for in a special way and the birds got saved oat
sheaves tied to a high pole. We used to do
that when we lived in the country and had
cultivated land. We would go into the cow
yards with our arms filled with specially
baked bread and greeted the inhabitants
with “Merry Christmas.” All eyes were on
the food that Mother had dealt out to each
creature. The horses whinnied, the sheep
bleated their thanks, the chickens cackled
– but the pigs just slobbered their share.
This article is and excerpt from the book
“Wenstrand. A Chroincle of Family
Roots from Sweden 1755 to the United
States of America 1993”. Compiled by
William S. Wenstrand.
Copyright statement: As the copyright
holder of a book entitled “Wenstrand”,
I grant permission for Laurene Wenstrand to print excerpts from the book,
including those who Laurene feels
would benefit from these excerpts, at her
discretion. In particular, quote from the
diary of Anders Eric Wenstrand. Signed
by Tom Wenstrand, 609 Main Street, PO
Box 2000,
Houghton, IA 52631, USA.
Text submitted by Laurene Wenstrand.
E-Mail: minithings@yahoo.com

Kyrktagning, what was that?
It is usually called “Introduction of the
mother” in English.
The custom dates back to the Bible
where Moses taught that after a mother had
born a child, she was basically not to have
visitors or be out in society for about six
weeks minimum.
Eventually, the command to let the mother stay home, rest, and not mingle with
society for a time period was interpreted
to mean that the mother had sinned by
giving birth, and she had to be cleansed of
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that sin via a formal ceremony held in a
church meeting. In older times, the mother
might literally have had to crawl up the
aisle of the church, begging forgiveness for
her sin. In later time periods, she would
walk up to the front of the church, the minister would take her hand, and he would
say she was cleansed and formally welcome her back into society.
There was not always six weeks from
the time of the birth to the introduction of
the mother, so the introduction date can-
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not be used to figure back to a birth date
for the child.
Sometimes this date of the mother's introduction or “churching day” (kyrktagning) is simply listed to the side or at the
bottom of the christening, instead of being
listed in a separate record.
If you do not find an introduction after
the known birth of a child, it's possible that
the mother died in childbirth or shortly
thereafter.
Source: FamilySearch Wiki.

Wilhelmina Westberg, born Larsdotter Orström
The story of one of the early immigrants to Bishop Hill,
and who wrote its first history
BY LARS-ÅKE WÅNGSTEDT
TRANSLATED BY ELISABETH THORSELL AND CHRIS OLSSON
In 1994 a memorial day to mark the first
book burning made by Erik Jansson in
Alfta, 11 June 1844, was planned in my
new hometown of Edsbyn. I had no
knowledge of what happened here but
wanted to contribute with the historical
knowledge I had about Swedish conditions
in the mid-1800s, which was poorly understood by the locals.
When I studied the event I found a
woman from Erik Jansson’s home area with
no relation to Hälsingland. But there were
obvious mistakes and denials in several
places in the literature that gave an incomplete story about her. I realized I had
to do it. Last spring, my biography was
ready. I lectured at home and at the Bishop
Hill Society (in Uppland) about my discoveries and corrections.
Wilhelmina Larsdotter Orström was in
her teens when Erik Jansson began to speak
about the Bible and how people should live
and believe in the grace of God. I see similarities between his new thoughts and what
Martin Luther preached 500 years earlier.
Both in German Wittenberg and in eastern
Sweden many people responded to his
message. But, the clergy and more conservative adults did not agree.

Who was Mina?
(Wilhelmina called herself Mina, and I will
also use this name.)
Mina was born 16 December 1826 at
Domta 1 in Österunda, (Väst.). Her parents
were the retired soldier Lars Larsson
Orström and his wife Stina Ersdotter. In
the 1845 clerical survey for Österunda, it
says about her: “Unruly towards parents.

Blasphemes the Lutheran doctrine. Er. Jansenist. Bad conduct.” See below.
The book burning in Alfta was about
false interpretations of the Bible. One week
was devoted to what happened to Erik Jansson under the name of Den tändande gnistan (the igniting spark), which then started
the mass migration to America in 1846.
During my preparations, I realized that
the knowledge about events in Hälsingland
and about Erik Jansson and his followers
was quite limited. I searched for literature.
The Local Heritage Society (Hembygdsföreningen) had a book, Erik-Jansonisternas Historia, which I will call “The
Book.” Here was the first error. A typed
sheet replaced a lost page and indicated
“by Mrs Westerberg,” not Westberg, as was
her correct name, and “Galva 1902”.
The clerical survey showed that Mina
was confirmed on Sunday, 30 May 1841,
and received communion the first time
following Monday. The subject leads to a
dramatic event in Mina’s life, as she reports
in “The Book.” The clerical survey shows
that it took place on 3 March 1845.
On pages 56-57 in “The Book” she tells
of the minister’s interrogation before
communion on the following Sunday. In
the conclusion he shouts: “Out with you,
you will not receive the Holy Communion
of the Lord.” Two older girls received the
same judgment.
During the late summer, plans for emigration to America had firmed up. Farmer
Olof Olsson from Kinsta in Söderala
(Gävl.) traveled with his family to reconnoiter. But just a month later, more emigrants left. Why was this trip made before

Österunda (C, U) AI:12 (1842-1846) Image 43. (Arkiv Digital).
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winter, when Kinsta-Olof had reached only
halfway across the Atlantic?
The bark Ceres left Söderhamn on Saturday, 25 October, and was shipwrecked
on Monday outside Gräsö, near Öregrund
on the Swedish coast. The event is described later by the then 20-year-old sailor
Victor Witting.1 He tells: “With the same
ship would also come a small group of
emigrants, ‘called Erik Jansare,’ – who
would accompany us, 16 to 17 people, - - it was crowded with people, among them
8 or 10 women.”
Among the emigrants, mostly young
people, there were several 15- to 17-yearold girls, - - - Among these were the sisters
Lotta and Mina Orström. A historian in
Gävle believes that Victor Witting’s number is wrong, because he found that only
seven Erik-Jansare had passports. He does
not understand that the youngsters were
runaways and thus without passports, and
for Mina it was even noted in the clerical
survey.
Both crew and passengers were taken
unharmed on land the next morning. Mina
and Lotta could of course not return to their
home. They stayed with a fellow believer
in Torstuna, as well as a family from Alfta,
whose passport was later used in Christiania (Oslo) for Erik Jansson’s family.
Their host Anders Andersson and the
Alfta family emigrated the following summer with the brig Patria. Probably, the
Orström sisters travelled with the same ship
and arrived in New York on 27 August
1846.2
On 22 March 1848, the sisters Mina and
Lotta wrote home in a letter where Anders
Andersson wrote the major part. They were
quite obstinate, writing: “that Orström in
Domta could say that Andersson has stolen us from him, we completely deny with
joy” and then, “he has only been a means
in the Lord’s hand to save his daughters
from bodily and spiritual compulsion.“The
writer is clearly critical of the father and
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supports the minister’s point of view in the
clerical survey about Mina.3
The spring of 1848 may not have been
as fortuitous as the letter suggested. But
life was improving. Erik Jansson repealed
the requirement of celibacy and invited
people to marry. Two English speakers who
joined the colony in America were supposed to become husband and wife - sailor
Hans Hammarbäck of unknown origins and
Anna Sofia Pollock from Gothenburg, who
came to New York in 1832. But Mrs. Pollock married Lars Gabrielsson instead, a
wealthy man.
Did Mina want to marry Hans Hammarbäck? Their wedding on June 25 was one
of the first four that year with at least 65
couples married during the summer. Two
weeks later, sister Lotta got married to Olof
Larsson Nordlund from Söderala, who had
impersonated Erik Jansson in Christiania.

The cholera comes
The cholera epidemic in 1849 was tragic
for Mina. Her husband, sister, and brotherin-law died. Mina gave birth to son Elias
in June, who died two years old on Tuesday
5 August 1851.

Life goes on
In 1850 Johan Henrik Wästberg arrived in
Bishop Hill. He was born on 16 April 1824
in Hanebäck, Själevad (Vnrl.). He emigrated with his parents and a brother’s
family on the bark Æolus, owned by Olof
Stenberg, who fetched the colonists’ inheritance in Sweden, iron to sell in America,
and emigrants in Söderhamn. Johan (John)
is listed on the parents’ passport but is not
listed in the New York arrival lists.
The background of the Wästberg family
emigration was unknown to me. John E.
Norton of Moline, IL, became acquainted
with an article telling about the visit of two
Erik Jansare in Själevad, where ‘Mother
Anna’ was a religious freethinker. That year
was no later than 1845.
On Sunday 8 June 1851 Mina and John
were married by Olof Stenberg. She became Mrs. Westberg, and not Westerberg,
what is incorrectly reported about her in
“The Book.”
John worked as a wagon manufacturer.
In Bishop Hill there was one wagon maker
and four wheelwrights. Nothing is found
about Mina’s activities in the colony. She
probably did not participate in the man-
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Mina Westberg, painted by Olof Krans.

agement of linen because she did not
belong to the Hälsingland people. It is
enough if she worked in the fields or in the
kitchen in addition to caring for her own
children.
Over 18 years she gave birth to at least
seven children. A gap of 6½ years between
children can mean that one or two infants
died. Lillie was the youngest, but she died
at age one year. The other six children
survived their parents.
The colony was dissolved in 1861. John
Westberg was awarded three land areas in
sections 18 and 19 of Galva township near
the river. The area of 168 acres is almost
68 hectars and had Galva’s largest barn.
The railroad between Bishop Hill and
Galva was built in 1871 and was a side
spur. It goes diagonally over John’s biggest
land share. The station was located outside
the northwest between the cemetery and
the river.
In 1880 Captain Johnson’s book Svenskarne i Illinois5 reveals on p. 321 that the
husband John is politically “independent.”

Pastor Waldenström comes
to town
The founder of the Swedish Mission
Covenant Church (Svenska Missionsförbundet) Paul Peter Waldenström, Ph.D.,
from Gävle visited the Westberg family on
Friday, 19 July 1889. He wrote books on
his travels in the United States in 1890 and
1902. In his first book he writes “On the
way to Bishop Hill we met a Swedish farm
family called Westberg. The wife was one
of the first Eric-Janssonist emigrants who
left Sweden. She was then only a young
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18- or 19-year-old girl. Even in her old age,
she has a very lively temper, and her entire
heart is spiritually delighted with Erik Jansson and his activities. She did admit that
the Eric-Janssonists had been guilty of
causing unrest at home in Sweden during
the persecution to which they were exposed. But on the other hand, the church
authorities had also worked in a way that
was underhanded. Her judgment on the
whole matter can be summarized in the
following words:
“They did not understand better at home
then, and we did not understand ourselves
to be any better.”
John Henrik Westberg died 17 May
1892 in Galva, according to his obituary
in the Galva Weekly News 19 May 1892.
Mina died 17 May 1899 in Galva, according to her obituary, published in the

John Henrik Westberg
obituary
Galva Weekly News 19 May 1892:
John H Westberg, after a long illness,
departed this life at the family residence in
Galva Township, on Tuesday, 17 May
1892. Deceased was born in Hannaback,
Ongermanland(!), Sweden, 10 April 1834.
Emigrated to America in 1850; became a
member of the Bishop Hill Colony immediately upon his arrival in this country
and remained a faithful member of the society until its disbanding in 1861. He was
married 8 June 1851 to Wilhelmina Hammerback, who with six children, three sons
and three daughters, survives him. The
funeral obsequies will be held at 1 o’clock
p.m. today, Thursday.

Wilhelmina Westberg burial
notice
Galva News 25 May 1899:
The funeral of Mrs. Wilhelmina Westberg
occurred here last Friday and was attended
by a large number of her old friends and
neighbors. The remains were brought here
from Galva where she died on Wednesday,
17 May, aged 72 yrs, 4 mos., and 29 days.
The funeral services were held in the
Colony church and were conducted by Rev.
A. T. Weslergreen, Martin Johnson also
making a few remarks.
(These notices about the Westbergs
have been found in Bob Nelsons “Genealogy of the members of the Bishop Hill
Colony and related families.”
Link on p. 26)

The Westberg headstone.
For unknown reasons the year of death for John
is inscribed as 1882, and 1889 for Mina. Cheryl
Dowell of Bishop Hill noticed these errors and
then found the right years in the local
newspaper Galva News.

Galva News 25 May 1899.

Some ideas why Mina wrote
the “The Book”:
Mina was caught up early by Erik Jansson’s
religious thoughts and showed independence already as a young woman. She was
involved in several dramatic events and

recognized the importance of preserving
them for the aftermath and defending Erik
Jansson’s much-criticized efforts. She got
others to tell about their experiences,
writing herself, and collecting documents
from Sweden about the trials. But her
ignorance of names in Hälsingland (and
Dalarna), revealed a hard-to-know person.
Her Sven Olsson should be Svans (farm
name) Olle in Grängsbo, Alfta, (Gävl.).
Everything will be in a book about the
history of the Erik-Janssonists, perhaps for
publication before the anniversary. But
there is opposition. She cannot even participate fully in the celebration. No one else
can take over and complete “The Book.”
At her death, the children must take care
of this inheritance. The documents about
the history of the colony are not the most
important, but should not be thrown out.
It will take three years until they are edited
and become the intended “Book.” Who
does the work is unknown. Most likely, it
was the elder daughter Josephine, with
whom Mina died, along with the person
that sent a copy of the “The Book” to the
Uppsala University Library, which I identified as Margta Olsdotter Molin from Alfta
in Hälsingland. She probably met the
“Österunda girls” Mina and Anna Maria
Stråle and shared the grave with the latter.

It indicates close contacts, and now she was
the only one left of the trio.

Footnotes
1) Minnen från mitt lif som sjöman, immigrant och predikant, samt en historisk
afhandling af metodismens uppkomst,
by Victor Witting. Printed in Worcester,
Mass. 1904.
2) The entire story of Ceres can be read in
Swedish American Genealogist (SAG)
2008/4.
3) The letter is reproduced by Albin Widén in the book När svenskamerika
grundades, page 26. Printed in 1961.
4) Genom Norra Amerikas Förenta Stater, av Paul Peter Waldenström. Printed
in Stockholm 1890.
5) Svenskarne i Illinois. Historiska anteckningar, samlade och utgifna af Eric
Johnson och C.F. Peterson. Printed in
Chicago 1880.
The author is Lars-Åke Wångstedt,
who lives in Edsbyn, Hälsingland,
Sweden.
E-mail: <lars-ake@wangstedt.net>

A few faces from Bishop Hill

Jacob Jacobsson (1817–1883). One of the early
leaders of the Colony.

Matilda Jansson Warner Rutherford (1842–
1926). Daughter of Erik Jansson.

Olof Krans (1838–1916). Painter of Bishop
Hill.

Pictures from Faces of Utopia. A Bishop Hill Family Album. By Nancy Lindberg Pinzke (1982).
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Solution to handwriting #54
Transcription:

Kreatur
1 st brun Häst
1 st brun dito
1 st grått Sto
1 st Ko - Pumpa
1 st Dito - Sommarhana
1 st Dito - Sommarlofva
1 st Dito - Docka
1 st Dito - Rölinna
1 st Dito - Hjertros
1 st Dito - Lita Fin

i 7de året
i 9de dito
i 13de dito

250:200:175:65:50:55:45:50:60:42:-

The tags in the ears are a EU
regulation.

Translation

Livestock
1 brown Horse
1 brown Ditto
1 grey Mare
1 Cow - Pumpa
1 Ditto - Sommarhana
1 Ditto - Sommarlofva
1 Ditto - Docka
1 Ditto - Rölinna
1 Ditto - Hjertros
1 Ditto - Lita Fin (= the little fine)

in its 7th year
in its 9th ditto
in its 13th ditto

250:200:175:65:50:55:45:50:60:42:-

Value of livestock on this page 992:On the next page of this bouppteckning
there are more animals: cow Grevinna
(Countess) 55:-; cow Majros 57:-; cow
Tofwa 35:-; heifer Isabella 25:-; bull Olle
65:-;7 sheep + one lamb 40:-; 1 ram 5:-; 2
swine 60:-; 1 rooster 3:50.
Note that of all the animals it is only the
cows and the bull that have been given
names. This custom of giving names to the
cows was common all over Sweden, but
the names varied a lot depending on the
area. (Not possible to translate, mostly).
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Currency

The money in Sweden in 1857 was called
riksdaler riksmynt (rdr rmt), which was
introduced in 1855 and succeded the older
system of the riksdaler. 1 riksdaler riksmynt was divided into 100 öre. In 1873
the Krona was intituted instead of the riksdaler riksmynt. 1 krona is still divided in
to 100 öre, but there are no such small coins
minted anymore.
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Some prices in 1860
A day of manual labor was paid 1:50 rdr
rmt.
Twenty eggs cost 0:65 rdr rmt.
1 barrel of rye cost 15 rdr rmt.
A pauper could get 51 rdr rmt in assistance
for a year.
Travel to America could cost 150 rdr rmt.
A suitcase cost 3:50 rdr rmt.
2½ liters of acquavit cost 3 rdr rmt.
From Vad kostade det?, by Lars O. Lagerqvist and Ernst Nathorst-Böös (1984).

The Old Picture
On this page we intend to publish old pictures, sent in by our SAG readers. If you have a picture you want
to see on this page, either send a digital copy, scanned in at no less than 300 dpi and saved as a jpg or tif
file, or send a good paper copy to the editor at the address shown on the inside cover. Do not send any
originals, as we can not accept responsibility for them. Neither can we promise to publish all pictures.

Page 223 from Illustrated Jamestown, edited by Vernelle A. Hatch. Printed in
Jamestown, NY, 1900.
Note the many Swedish names!
Swedish American Genealogist 2018:1
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Book Reviews
Here you will find information about interesting books on the immigration experience,
genealogical manuals, books on Swedish customs, and much more. We welcome contacts
with SAG readers, suggestions on books to review perhaps. If you want to review a book
yourself, please contact the SAG Editor, at <sag@etgenealogy.se> so we know what
you are working on.

Swedes in Saint A forensic genealogist
Paul
Swede Hollow, by Ola Larsmo, published in Swedish in 2016.

This book, which has been a huge success
in Sweden and has even been made into a
dramatic play performed at the Dramaten
in Stockholm, is not yet available in English.
The book is about a group of poor Swedish immigrants that settled in Swede
Hollow in Saint Paul, which is an area of
the city where poor and newly arrived immigrants found homes. There were not only
Swedes but also other groups of immigrants, and they all lived under harsh
conditions.
The rights to the book were sold in April
2017 to the University of Minnesota Press.
SAG will inform you when it is available
in English.
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Hiding the Past – A Morton Farrier,
Forensic Genealogist Story. A Genealogical Crime Mystery, by Nathan
Dylan Goodwin. 2013, paperback,
212 pages. ISBN-10: 1492737429.
Published by CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform.

The term forensic genealogist intrigued
me, as I did not know it. I found an
explanation in Dick Eastman’s Newsletter
from 15 June 2014: “The word ‘forensic’
means ‘relating to the use of science or
technology in the investigation and establishment of facts or evidence.’ In this case,
forensic would mean to use science or technology in addition to traditional records.
In short, Forensic Genealogy is the use of
something OTHER THAN standard
records to add to your family history.
“This is not to say that forensic genealogists ignore the records. Quite the contrary. Forensic genealogists always start
with the available records. If those records
are insufficient to prove a relationship, the
forensic genealogist then looks for other
clues. In other words, forensic genealogists
think differently.
“Actually, forensic genealogy is a term
that usually means to research ancestry by
the means of standard records AND
MORE.”
This book Hiding the Past is the first in
a series about the forensic genealogist
Morton Farrier, who seems to be in his
early 40s, and lives on the south coast of
England, as does the author. Morton has a
live-in girlfriend Juliette, and the author
tells lots of details of their domestic life.
But Morton also works at various genealogical assignments, and his newest is to
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find the parents of a new client, Peter
Poldrick, who dies soon after he has been
visited by Morton. Peter Coldrick had no
past; that was the conclusion drawn by
years of personal and professional research. With the Coldrick Case, Morton
faces his toughest and most dangerous assignment yet, where all of his investigative
and genealogical skills are put to the test.
However, others are also interested in the
Coldrick family, people who will stop at
nothing, including murder, to hide the past.
As Morton begins to unearth his client’s
mysterious past, he is forced to confront
his own family’s dark history, a history
which he knows little about.
I had hoped to learn a little about British archives, and Morton does visit the
Brighton District Probate Office to look at
some wills, and goes to the East Sussex
Archives. He seems to regard the archivists
as his foes, not as well-intentioned civil servants, even suspecting them of hiding the
documents he wants.
The story goes on and it turns out that
Morton is finding information that other
people do not want him to have. To hinder

Book Reviews
him from keeping the information, his
house is blown up one night, almost killing him and Juliette.
There are very detailed descriptions of
everything Morton and Juliette do, what
they eat, drink, and how they are dressed,
and that is where I lost interest in this book.
There are many episodes where the hero
is beaten and shot at, and a large part is
about his relationship with his old father,
who is poorly, but very little that has to do
with genealogy.
This is the first work by this author, who
has written six more books about Morton
Farrier, and maybe these books are more
into genealogy.
Elisabeth Thorsell

A noble family
Ätten Stenfelt, en mångfasetterad
släktkrönika, published by Ulf Stenfelt and Stenfeltska Släktföreningen.
Hardcover, 551 pages. In Swedish.
The Stenfelts - a diverse family history, compiled by Ulf Stenfelt and The
Stenfelt Family Association. Hardcover, 548 pages. In English.
ISBN: 0012854484.
For the English version, contact Mr.
Ulf Stenfelt at ulf@stenfelt.net
Price $70 incl. postage.

The Stenfelt story starts with a man named
Lorentz Steinfeld, a German confectioner,
born around 1647 in Lübeck, who moved
to Malmö in Sweden around 1678. In 1683
about 200 Germans in Malmö were allowed to start their own congregation and
build their own church, Caroli church,
which served as a German Lutheran church
until 1879. In 1680 Lorentz married Anna
Jöransdotter Rode, a local woman. Anna
and Lorentz had four children; Georg (b.

1683), Carl (b. 1685), Bodil (b. 1687), and
a stillborn child (b. 1690).
Georg was the one who carried on the
family line.
By 1680 Lorentz had become a burgher
of Malmö, but had a hard time, as there
were many competitors that were not
burghers and did not pay taxes, so they
could sell their wares at lower prices.
In 1722 Anna, Lorentz’s wife, died, and
he remarried in 1723 to the widow Otilia
Christiansdotter. Lorentz died in 1726.
In the year 1700 the Great Nordic War
broke out. Sweden was attacked by Denmark, Poland, and Russia as those countries
felt that Sweden was not strong enough,
with a king of age 17, to withstand this
alliance, which was a miscalculation by the
allies. The war continued until the Peace
Treaty of Nystad in 1721, when Sweden
lost large parts of its territory.
Young Georg Stenfelt enlisted in 1700
in the artillery, and was among the Swedish army that soon afterwards landed in
Denmark, were a peace treaty was soon
concluded. The next goal for the Swedes
was to defend the Swedish provinces in the
Baltic.
This is not the place to follow everything
that happened during the next 20 years, but
Georg Stenfelt managed to survive and
even spent some time in Sweden. He got
married in 1712 to Elsa Charlotta Stråle af
Sjöared, who was only 16 years old. The
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couple had ten children, born between
1713 and 1733.
During these years Georg advanced in
his military career, and in 1718 was a
captain of the Grenadier Battalion. In 1719
he was ennobled with the name Stenfelt,
but did not seek introduction to the House
of Nobles (Riddarhuset) untill 1743. This
delay might have been caused by lack of
money, as the introduction fee was high,
and he had a large family.
In 1722 he resigned from the military,
and spent the rest of his life as a gentleman farmer at various estates, either rented
or owned. In 1727 Georg and the family
comes to Stora Möckhult in Fliseryd
(Kalm.) where family members will live
for generations.
Georg’s wife Elsa Catharina died in
1754, and Georg remarried to Andrietta
Margareta Ehrenborg (b. 1724) and the sister to a son’s wife.
Georg himself died in 1758 at Gälnebo
in Fliseryd, leaving a large family with 5
sons and 2 daughters, all married with
children.

Coat of arms for the Stenfelt family # 1867 of
the Swedish nobility.

The story of Georg is just a small, but
important, part of the family history.
One of the stories is how the portrait of
Georg, painted in 1717 ended up being
sold out of the family and then rescued and
sold to the family association in 2005.
There are very many Stenfelt descendants in the United States. The first ones
to leave were Adolf Alfrid Stenfelt (b.
1839) and his young wife Emili Nilsson
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(b. 1842) who left Fliseryd in 1863 and
headed to New York via Hamburg, and later became settlers in Swede Bend, IA.
The U.S. Civil War did not deter the
Stenfelt immigrants. Adolf’s older brother
Fridolf and his family followed in his
footsteps in 1863, but settled in Illinois.
From the Swedish Emibas database I
could see that at least 61 Stenfel(d)t family
members left Sweden for Norra Amerika
and that figure does not include women
who had married into other families and
were known under their husband’s name.
There is an interesting chapter in the
book about those Stenfelts (Stonefelt) and
where they settled. This chapter is written
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by LaVonne Stonefelt Johnson, who tells
about her ancestors that settled in the
mining district of Deadwood, South Dakota, an unusual place for Swedes to settle.
The “Quad Cities”, Rock Island, and Moline in Illinois, on the other hand, was home
to many Swedes, including a number of
Stenfelts.
There are several chapters with various
family stories from different branches.
Some of them are very detailed with photos in color and black-and-white of people
and family homes. They all give an idea of
the conditions of life through the decades.
For instance, Georg’s son Carl Johan (b.
1715) fathered at least four out-of-wedlock
children. The first one in 1744 but his father Georg denied this in court, even
though the child was supposed to be Carl
Johan’s according to a note in the birth
records. The next one, Johan Magnus, was
born in 1750 and Carl wanted to marry the
mother. Georg sued the young couple, who
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were fined and not allowed to marry until
1758, when they had three children.
There are many examples on how individuals go down in social status over a couple of generations, and then something happens, and families rise in social status
again. For instance, a farm laborer’s grandson might get a better education, and enters
a profession, and then the children of this
person become doctors and politicians.
In the final 200 pages is a family tree in
English of all descendants of Georg and
his wife as far as their dates are found.
It starts with Georg as #1 and then come
the descendants. Each branch is followed
to the end of that line, and then come the
next of Georg’s children. Each person’s
informations start with a number, which
shows how many generations that person
is from Georg. For instance, the notes for
grandchildren always start with #3.
A very interesting book!
Elisabeth Thorsell

Book Reviews
A church in Funk,
NE
Jubelalbum. En historik öfver den
svenska Ev. Lutherska Fridhemsförsamlingen i Funk, Nebraska,
1879-1919, by B.E. Bengtson. Published in 1919. 166 pages, hardcover. In Swedish and English.

This book was published in 1919, at the
40th anniversary of the foundation of The
Swedish Evangelical Lutheran Fridhem
congregation in Funk, Phelps Co., NE.
The founders of the congregation were
a diverse group; some came from older
settlements in the U.S., while others came
directly from Sweden. They all had to
suffer from the realities of settling a new
community: grasshoppers, prairie fires,
tornadoes, hailstorms, heavy rains, and
much more, but they were all in need of a
church for moral support in their difficulties.
In 1878 a group of inhabitants decided
to build their own church in the middle of
the county, so that everyone would not
have to travel so far to get there. The
congregation, called Fridhem (peaceful
home), started with about 100 members,
with Elias Peterson as the first pastor, a
layman. They soon started to establish a
church, which was built of boards, tar
paper, and peat. They could not at first
afford benches, but that problem was solvable by allowing the local school to have
classes there, so the church people could
use their benches. One man built his own
bench with a backrest for himself and his
family - an unknown luxury. The school
also furnished the floor of the church.
Now they wanted to become members
of the Kansas Lutheran Conference, as
other churches in the area, but were denied

this as they were regarded as too small a
group and too poor to be able to keep their
church going. This was a huge disappointment for the Funk group, and they
even discussed leaving the Lutheran community.
In 1883 they finally were allowed to join
the Synod, and the next year they were able
call their own pastor, Carl Henrik Södergren from Gotland, ordained in 1871, who
stayed for some years, but left in 1887.
The position was vacant for some years
until pastor Anders Kinell accepted his call
in 1889. A problem was that there was not
yet a house for the pastor, but a nearby
member had just built a large house and
had space for the pastor and his family.
Pastor Kinell was young and vigorous, and
understood that the old church, built of
peat, would soon be just another heap of
dirt. He made grand plans for a new church,
which was accepted in 1890. But money
was a problem, especially as a hailstorm
destroyed the crops before they could be
harvested. Still they struggled on, and in
1891 the church was finished and in 1892
the rectory. All this had cost $5,446, a huge
amount then, which in 1919 was seen as
almost nothing.
In 1894 came a very bad year for the
area. 1893 had been a year of drought, for
seven months during the fall and winter
there was no rain at all, and then on 26
July 1894 a hot, burning, strong wind burnt
all green fields, and the crops were gone.
There was no grain to plant, and there also
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SAG needs your help!
We regard the reviews as a very
important part of SAG, as the readers
are spread all over the U.S., Canada,
and Sweden and a lone subcriber even
in Australia.
For all of them it is very difficult to
keep track of the many interesting
books (and movies) that are published
with a Swedish or Swedish-American
theme.
We need you to keep your eyes
open. And we are extremely pleased
if you will write a review and send it
to the SAG editor.
Family histories, church histories,
local group histories, and lodge histories are among the things we would
like to present in SAG. And all in English.
A good book review contains the
full title of the book, name of author,
year of printing, name of publisher,
where it can be bought, and the price
of the book.
Send all book reviews to the SAG
editor!
Elisabeth Thorsell
SAG editor

was no ready money in the bank, so it was
not possible to get a loan and send for grain
to plant.
Somehow life went on and in the next
year the crops were good, and the debt on
the church could be paid off. Pastor Kinell
moved to Wisconsin and there was again a
vacancy, which was filled by students from
Augustana College.
In 1897 Magnus Theodor Andrén accepted the call and became the new pastor
in Fridhem. During his time an altar painting was commissioned from Olof Grafström of Rock Island, IL.
These few notes show some of the local
history that can be found in this types of
books, which should not be forgotten when
you are trying to learn about the ancestors.
At the end of the book there are several
pages with advertisments for local businesses that are also interesting.
Elisabeth Thorsell
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Interesting Web Sites

All links tested in
March 2018 and
should work

Thematic days in Sweden (* means it is the same date every year): https://temadagar.se/
kalender/
Three huge Wordbooks (from The Swedish Academy) (in Swedish): https://svenska.se/
Newberry Library (Chicago):
https://www.newberry.org/new-open-access-policy-newberry-digital-collections
The new Swedish name law of 2017:
http://www.loc.gov/law/foreign-news/article/sweden-new-law-regulating-names-adopted
Swedish Biographical Dictionary of Women (in English): https://www.skbl.se/en
List of Swedish interchangable names:
https://familysearch.org/wiki/en/Sweden_Names,_Personal
Migration from Northern Europe via Hull to the U.S.:
http://www.norwayheritage.com/articles/templates/voyages.asp?articleid=28&zoneid=6
Sweden in the Middle Ages:
https://www.swedishfreak.com/culture/swedish-history/sweden-in-the-middle-ages/
Recipes for Swedish food: http://swedishfood.com/
Bob Nelson’s Bishop Hill database:
https://wc.rootsweb.ancestry.com/cgi-bin/2
igm.cgi?op=SHOW&db=bishophill&recno=1953
The Game show Relative Race, based on DNA tests: https://www.byutv.org/relativerace
Nisswa-stämman (Scandinavian Folk Music):
http://www.nisswastamman.org/stamma/page1.html
Skansen - Swedish outdoor museum: http://www.skansen.se/en/this-is-skansen
Släktforskardagarna(Genealogy days) in Växjö 2018 (in Swedish): http://sfd2018.se/
Swedish National Archives (English): https://riksarkivet.se/startpage
Author Nathan Dylan Goodwin: https://www.nathandylangoodwin.com/
Minnesota Genealogical Society: https://mngs.org/index.php

A clergyman’s house in Småland in the 1850s (from Ny Illustrerad Tidning 1862.).
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Genealogical Queries
Genealogical queries from subscribers to Swedish American Genealogist will be listed here free of charge on a “space available”
basis. The editor reserves the right to edit these queries to conform to a general format. The inquirer is responsible for the contents of
the query.
We would like to hear about your success if you receive useful information as a result of placing a query in this publication. Please
send us your feedback, and we will endeavor to report your new discoveries in this section of the journal.
Nordström, Nordstrom, Gustafsdotter
I am looking for my paternal grandfather’s maternal uncle, Sven AUGUST Fredric Nordström, b 17 Nov. 1843 in Lemnhult (Jönk.).
He worked as a carpenter at the Lessebo ironworks in Hovmantorp (Kron.). On 23 June 1869 he married Maria Charlotta Gustafsdotter, b. 25 Nov. 1849 in Hovmantorp. On 3 Sep. 1869 the young couple left for America. According to the Göteborg Passenger Lists
they left Göteborg on 7 Sep. 1869 with tickets for Chicago.
There is a letter preserved in the family in Sweden, written by August from Minneapolis in 1877, where he tells about his children
his children Carl, Amelie, and Emilie. In some city directories for Minneapolis he is listed as August, or August F., and named as a
carpenter/finisher/sashmaker/janitor. He is last mentioned in the 1898 directory.
On Family Search (Minnesota Death Records 1866-1916) an August Nordstrom is mentioned as having died in Minneapolis on 5
Jan. 1898, a married carpenter, age 54, born in Sweden. He was buried in Layman’s cemetery.
I would very much like to confirm that this is the right man. I would also like to know what happened to the widow and the children.
Staffan Elmgren, e-mail: <elmgren@neweconomy.se>
# 1332

These Ancestors cannot be displayed
The ancestors you are looking for are currently unavailable. They may be hiding in offline
resources which will require you to contact repositories via more archaic methods. If they are
dead, rest assured they are not creating more descendants
Please try the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Click the surname change button, or try again later.
If you are listed in the Social Security Death Index, please check your pulse and confer with a doctor.
If you descend from one of three brothers who landed on the East Coast in a barrel with 2 cents to his
name contact banks in the region where he landed to collect the inheritance.
It may be possible to contact your ancestors via a psychic. Digital cameras will not typically record
pictures of ancestral visions, so a tape recorder will be necessary to record your interpretations.
If your ancestor was involved in covert operations, you may wish to contact the CIA or FBI in order
to locate them.
Some ancestors were deposited on Earth by UFOs. Please check passenger lists for UFOs which are
not housed anywhere on Earth.
If you are trying to prove descent from Adam and Eve, please consult appropriate bibliographic
references and make certain you have your fig leaf in the right place.
Descent from Charlemagne can be proven by having all your crowns in a row. Prince Charles may be
able to assist you.
If you descend from an Indian Princess, keep looking for your Prince (or the ancestor formerly known
as Prince, take your pick).
Your family tree may have tree rot. Check with your local nursery for appropriate treatment.
By Michael John Neill, printed by permisson of MJN.
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The Last Page
Dear friends,
Spring is almost here, the snow is gone,
but still no little yellow “Tussilago” along
the roads here in the Stockholm area. But
there is a still a feeling of spring in the air.
The main event for me since I wrote last
was of course the days in Salt Lake City in
January, when I took part in the SwedishFinnish course at the Salt Lake Institute of
Genealogy (SLIG), and met a group of very
friendly people, all with an interest in our
quaint little habits. I tried to explain as well
as I could, sometimes with the help of Jill
Seaholm.
As the SLIG was held in an area that I
was not familiar with, I learnt about several
good places to eat that I did not know
about, but which will come in useful during my next visit. After the end of SLIG I
stayed a few days extra, and did some research at the FHL on my own family, which

Help us promote the SAG
journal!
Do you belong to a Swedish genealogy or
other Swedish interest group? Even a
group that only sometimes focuses on
Sweden? We are happy to supply SAG
back issues and subscription brochures for
you to use as handouts.
If you will have a raffle or drawing, we
can even provide a certificate for a 1-year
subscription to SAG for you to give away.
Contact Jill Seaholm at
<jillseaholm@augustana.edu>, or
309.794.7204. Thank you!

does not happen often. By going to court
records in the 1790s, I found that my 4th
grandfather in Värmland had borrowed
some money when he was newly married.
I wonder what he wanted to buy, hardly
pots and pans, but perhaps a cow?
I had thought that Salt Lake City in
January would be cold, but it was not, so I
did not get to use my winter boots at all
and packed them in my suitcase – but back
in Sweden they have been very useful.
Since then I have been trying to learn
more about those puzzling DNA matches,
without much success. For instance I have
a number of ancestors on my mormor’s
side from Skåne, but so far no connections.
Somebody told me that people from Skåne
have not tested as much as people from
other areas of Sweden.
On the other hand I got an e-mail from a

woman in California some weeks ago. She
told me that her great-great-grandmother
was an older sister to my great-great-grandmother in Småland! I had found that the
relatives had emigrated to the U.S. around
1890, but did not know what happened to
them. Now I might learn!
The Riksarkivet (Swedish National Archives) are celebrating their 400 th anniversary soon, and there will be lectures
and exhibitions in several places in the
country. It all started in 1618 during the
reign of King Gustaf II Adolf, and the
driving force was the chancellor Axel Oxenstierna. Unfortunately many of the oldest documents were destroyed in 1697,
when the Stockholm castle burnt, where
the archive was, but there is quite a bit left.
Till next time!
Elisabeth Thorsell

SAG
Workshop
Salt Lake City
4-11 Nov. 2018!
The Family History Library.

The SAG Workshop is the highlight of the year – a fun
learning experience and a chance to do your Swedish
genealogy with hands-on help from experienced Swedish
and American genealogists.
Paid subscribers are mailed a SAG Workshop reservation form in
March upon request
The new Swenson Center logo!
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Abbreviations
Table 1. Abbreviations for Swedish provinces (landskap) used by Swedish American Genealogist (as of March
2000) and Sveriges Släktforskarförbund (the Federation of Swedish Genealogical Societies, Stockholm [SSF]).
Landskap
(Province)

SAG & SSF
Abbr.

Landskap
(Province)

SAG & SSF
Abbr.

Blekinge
Bohuslän
Dalarna
Dalsland
Gotland
Gästrikland
Halland
Hälsingland
Härjedalen
Jämtland
Lappland
Medelpad
Norrbotten

Blek.
Bohu.
Dala.
Dals.
Gotl.
Gäst.
Hall.
Häls.
Härj.
Jämt.
Lapp.
Mede.
Nobo.

Närke
Skåne
Småland
Södermanland
Uppland
Värmland
Västerbotten
Västergötland
Västmanland
Ångermanland
Öland
Östergötland

Närk.
Skån.
Smål.
Södm.
Uppl.
Värm.
Väbo.
Vägö.
Väsm.
Ånge.
Öland
Östg.

Table 2. Abbreviations and codes for Swedish counties (län) formerly used by Swedish American Genealogist
(1981-1999) and currently used by Statistiska centralbyrån (SCB) (the Central Bureau of Statistics, Stockholm).
Län
(County)

SAG
Abbr.

SCB
Abbr.

SCB
Code

Län
(County)

SAG
Abbr.

SCB
Abbr.

SCB
Code

Blekinge
Dalarnaa
Gotland
Gävleborg
Halland
Jämtland
Jönköping
Kalmar
Kronoberg
Norrbotten
Skåneb

Blek.

Blek.
Dlrn.
Gotl.
Gävl.
Hall.
Jmtl.
Jkpg.
Kalm.
Kron.
Nbtn.
Skån.

K
W
I
X
N
Z
F
H
G
BD
M

Stockholm
Södermanland
Uppsala
Värmland
Västerbotten
Västernorrland
Västmanland
Västra Götalandc
Örebro
Östergötland

Stock.
Söd.
Upps.
Värm.
Vbn.
Vn.
Väst.

Sthm.
Södm.
Upps.
Vrml.
Vbtn.
Vnrl.
Vstm.
Vgöt.
Öreb.
Östg.

AB
D
C
S
AC
Y
U
O
T
E

Gotl.
Gävl.
Hall.
Jämt.
Jön.
Kalm.
Kron.
Norr.

Öre.
Ög.

a formerly Kopparberg (Kopp.; W) län.
b includes the former counties (län) of Malmöhus (Malm.; M) and Kristianstad (Krist.; L).
c includes the former counties (län) of Göteborg and Bohus (Göt.; O), Skaraborg (Skar.; R), and Älvsborg (Älvs.; P).

BD
Lappland
N

AC

s
Vä

Z

te

r

t
bo

te

Ångermanland

Jämtland

Y
len
da
rje
Hä

Medelpad
Hälsingland

X
Dalarna

Gästrikland

w
C

S

U
AB

T

Boh

D

n

E

R

V

P
N

H

I

t
äs

er

g

d
llan
Ha

F

Närke

Dalsland

uslä

O

Västmanland

Värmland

la
öt

nd

Östergötland

Blekinge

K

Södermanland

Gotland

Småland

G
L

Uppland

Öland

Skåne

M
The counties (län) as they were before 1991.

The provinces (landskap).
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